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TEXT I: LESEVERSTÄNDNIS (60 marks) (18, 10, 20, 12)  
(Evidence needed that candidates have understood the text; quotation without manipulation where 
manipulation required/containing extraneous material: half marks. Full marks for manipulated 
parts.  Answers in language not specified = half marks) 
 
Frage 1 (18 marks: 6, 4, 4, 4)      
(a) (6 marks) 
Wie sieht der Junge aus, der in der U-Bahn sitzt? (Z. 10 – 16) 
(Any three: 3 x 2 marks)  

1. trägt Kapuzenjacke 
2. Hände in den Taschen 
3. schmales Gesicht 
4. strähnige Haare 
5. rötliche Haare 
6. Gesicht halb verdeckt (von Haaren) 

 
(b) (4 marks)  
Der Junge wird von zwei Männern angesprochen.  Wer sind sie und was wollen sie von ihm? 
 (Z. 10 – 20) 
(4 marks: 2 + 2)  
Wer: Kontrolleure (2) 
Was: dass er ihnen (s)eine Fahrkarte zeigt // (s)eine Fahrkarte sehen (2) 

  
(c) (4 marks) 
Was erfahren wir über die Familie von Jamila? Geben Sie vier Details an. (Z. 42 – 55) 
(Any four: 4 x 1 mark) 
 

1. hat eine Mutter 
2. eine türkische Großmutter// Großmutter namens Bengü 
3. Oma sehr altmodisch 
4. strenge// altmodische Eltern  
5. Eltern behandeln sie wie ein Kind 
6. hat einen Bruder (namens Abdi) 
7. Er ist zwölf Jahre alt. 
8. hat mehr Freiheit als Jamila 

 
(d) (4 marks)  
Welche böse Überraschung erlebt Jamila am U-Bahn-Ausgang? (Z. 56 – 63 ) 
(Any two: 2 x 2 marks) 

 
1. ihr Fahrrad ist weg // nicht da // fehlt //wurde gestohlen  
2. Zahlenschloss liegt auf dem Boden 
3. Zahlenschloss kaputt 
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Question 2:  (10 marks: a = 8 marks; b = 2 marks) 
 
(a)  (8 marks: 4, 2, 1, 1 marks)     
Jamila’s attention is drawn to a boy on the underground.  Give four details about this boy. 
(lines 1 – 9) 
(Any four: 4, 2, 1, 1 marks)  
   

1. sitting in the furthest corner/ back (of the carriage) 
2. a few metres away from Jamila 
3. head against window (windowsill = 0) 
4. arms crossed/ on chest 
5. flutters eyelashes (when Jamila looks over) 
6. eyes half-closed 
7. seems to notice/ register everything 

 
(b) (2 marks: 2 x 1 mark)  
The boy’s journey on the underground develops in an unpleasant way.  Give details. (lines 21 – 41) 
(Any two: 2 x 1 mark)  

 
1. caught without ticket 
2. inspector grabs/holds him by arm // boy is taken off train 
3. boy gets mad/ very angry // could explode/clenched fist 
4. (door opens) boy breaks free/ pulls arm away  
5. pushes the inspector aside 
6. runs along the platform 
7. jumps up the escalator// disappears// escapes  

 
 
Question 3: (20 marks: (a): 8 marks (b): 12 marks) 
(a) (8 marks) 
After she gets off the underground, what series of events unfold for Jamila?  Give four details.  
(lines 56 – 77) 
(Any four: 4 x 2 marks)  

  
1. can’t see her bicycle (at the bicycle stand) // bicycle was stolen/gone 
2. lock broken// on ground 
3. finds bicycle 
4. outside Erkan’s/ doner/ kebab shop  
5. boy from underground inside 
6. boy recognises her 
7. She asks him (sarcastically) if he had objection to her taking back bicycle/ ‘Do you 

mind if I take my bike?’ 
8. He apologises to her for taking her bike. 
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(b)  (12 marks: 6 x 2 marks)  
What goes through Jamila’s mind when she comes face to face with the boy from the underground?  
Give details.  (lines 78 – 94) 
(Any six: 6 x 2 marks)   
      

1. not angry/ cross with him 
2. notices his eyes are green/ eyes like those of a cat 
3. knows what he is up to// planning to do// that he is going to leave without paying 
4. wonders what kind of person he is 
5. whether he lives locally// near to her  (here in the city = 0) 
6. finds him cheeky 
7. finds him insecure// shy 
8. thinks he is mysterious 
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Question 4 (12 marks: 3+3+6)  
On the surface, the boy in this text seems indifferent to the world around him.  But is this a fair 
observation?  Support your argument with three examples from the text. 
(Can be language use and/or content) 
(Any three: 3+3+6 marks)  
NB: Argument must be clear  
 
(Content) 
Seems indifferent to the world around him but… 
 

1. …sits in furthest corner but he flutters his eye lashes whenever Jamila looks. 
2. …although he has his eyes half-closed he seems to register everything around him. 
3. When two ticket inspectors enter the carriage he pretends not to see them – but he reacts by 

putting his hands into his pockets and looks out of the window. 
4. When the ticket inspectors force him off the underground he looks briefly at Jamila, thereby 

showing that he noticed her. 
5. He stays calm and looks down, clenching his hands into fists, but he has difficulties not to 

explode with anger. 
6. He goes with inspector but breaks free/ pushes him aside.  
7. Meets Jamila a second time; but this time he seems to be frightened/ mistrustful.   
8. Although he stole bicycle he appears remorseful.   
9. Although he intended leaving without paying he thanks Jamila for paying.   

 
Indifferent to the world around him = doesn’t care about rules/consequences  
 

a. does not buy a ticket /travels without ticket   
b. unfazed when caught/ admits immediately when caught  (“I don’t have a ticket”)  
c. pushes inspector aside 
d. runs away/escapes  
e. steals Jamila’s bicycle 
f. intends leaving shop without paying for kebab 

 
 (Language use) 
  

1. Use of  nouns, verbs, adverbs (in relation to body language) indicating indifference: 
e.g. Arme vor der Brust verschränkt / Augen halb geschlossen / drehte sich zur Seite /  
Gesicht …halb von …Haar verdeckt… 

2. In contrast (to indifference) expressions (in relation to body language) showing emotional 
reaction: 
Flattern seiner Augenwimpern / die Hände zu Fäusten geballt / konnte jeden Moment 
explodieren / hielt sich mit Mühe unter Kontrolle / zog den Arm weg / warf …einen 
misstrauischen Blick  /  lächelte ein kleines Lächeln…  

3. Use of contrasting adjectives such as wütend / aggressiv / frech  in contrast 
to heiser / unsicher /scheu emphasises that indifference is only a superficial impression. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


